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The Ira F. Brilliant Center for
Beethoven Studies, located on the
fifth floor of the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library, houses the
largest collection of materials related to the famous composer outside of Europe. Sketches of music
line the walls encased in a sturdy
layer glass. busts of Beethoven rest
sternly on desks and paintings of
the composer hang from the walls
in the room, which equals the size
of about two classrooms.
-The center is a real gem for
the school." said Bill George, a
professor of music and dance. "It
turns the sc hoot into a real research
institutiim with all of the journals
and collteSts it prOdUCCS.(111 top of mimeo ums original
musical manuscripts vc rate’) by
from Beethoven. the center boasts
four musical instruments from the
period Beethoven lived, the late
!Nth to the early 19th centuries.
Three of the instruments are
duplicates from older models, but
an original Jakew.li fortepiano has
been presery col since 1527. the
year it was made, and coincidentally. of Beethoven’s death.
Emily Lorraine, a volunteer
docent for the center and former
professional pianist and teacher.
played a rendition of Beethoven’s
on
the
Sonata"Moonlight
Dulcken fortepiano. m. Inch was
made 1795. Instead of has ing pedals on the floor that can be used by
the feet like on modern pianos. the
Dulcken has pedals on the body
of the instrument that must be
pumped w ith the knees
just one
of many dollerences between the
fortepiano and the modern piano
that Lorraine said can

be confusing.
"This sonata was originally
titled ’Sonata in the Style of a
Fantasy.’" Lorraine said.
"It is probably his most famous
sonata, but it is hard to play with
these small keys that have the opposite color patterns of the modern
Steinway."
One relic of the center is a preserved lock of Beethoven’s hair.
which was the subject of a bestselling book written by Russell
Martin, titled "Beethoven Hair."
Near the end of the hair’s journey. across Europe, out of Nazi
Germany. through Denmark to
Washington. D.C.. and inevitably
San Jose, DNA tests were performed on the hair that revealed
Beethoven had a very severe case
of lead poisoning. Lorraine said.
The center’s elegant atmosphere, vast pieces of information
and out of the way location make it
a quiet setting to escape for a few
minutes.
"We get many types of students
coining in here," said Kathy Fox,
a graduate student in library information science and the center’s
administrative assistant.
Besides IT1Ush; students, anthropology students \ islt the center for
the artifacts related to the 18th and
19th centuries, and art students
come to observe the sculptures.
busts and paintings, Fox said.
hot pulled open a large wooden
drawer to unveil a letter handwritten by Beethoven in Old German.
"We have to guard these specimens from humidity. and light,"
Fox said.
The letter is an explanation
to his employers that he would
need more time to finish the
piece "Missa Solemn’s." or. "The
see BEETHOVEN, page 8

By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Stuff Writer
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see SCHOLARSHIPS, page 5

see CLUBS, page 5

Shaminder Dubai / Daily Staff
Katty Fox, a graduate student in library information science and an
administrative assistant for the bra F. Brilliant Center for Beethoven
Studies at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library, shows visitors the
center’s collection. The collection located on the fifth floor is the largest
outside of Europe and has acquired pieces such as this 1827 Jakesch
fortepiano largely through donations.
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W tilt the costs of college tuition conimuomsh, iising. it can
become :none doh, tilt fon students
to pay toi college Sc holarships
otter a chance tot stuolents to
recco e monies cc allow being in
debt twin 111(ills ot otlICE sources,
htlf it one is taking the Financial

.; id Scholarship Committee up on
its offer.
"I think tom many students
might think that they don’t have a
chance anyway, and then don’t apply." said Inger Sagatun-Edwards.
Justice studies department chair.
"My advice is to go for it."
Stephanie Rustia, a sociology
major. said that she thinks many
students do not apply because
they feel unqualified.
"It would he different if they

had someone talking to them
about it," Rusna said
San Jose State I, ’niversity. has
more than 900 scholarships available. The awards range from SI 00
to $1.000 per year. and are g en
out by both the Financial .Aid
Scholarship Committee and each
individual department on campus
"This being a large amount out
money. one would think that students would he fighting for them,
hut this is not the case. In fact.

Financial Management Association
allows students to roll the dice
Mindy Khoo,
a junior
majoring in
corporate
finance,
throws dice
at the craps
table during
the Financial
Management
Association’s
’Casino Night’
on Thursday
in the Loma
Prieta room
of the Student
Union.
Participants
had the
chancre to win
a trip to Las
Vegas, an IPod
and other
prizes.

very few students compete for
each scholarship. according to
several faculty. members.
Many scholarships have special guidelines, hut in general a
student must have at least eight
graduate or 12 undergraduate
units completed at SJSU and must
carry
0 (WA or better.
The sc holarships are advertised
on the department Web sites as

Every year, a buzz circles
among student organizations as
new ones are formed, existing
ones get renewed and those that do
not comply with the set of policies
lose their registration. This year.
Colleges Against Cancer. Spartan
Cricket flub and Alpha Kappa Psi
became a part of San Jose State
l’iliversity’s 250 student organizations.
Whether they are new or old,
or center on serious issues or on
leisure, student organizations are
very important because the networks help students with all aspects of life, such as personality.
housing and books. said Srikant
Racherla, president of the Indian
Student Organization.
A graduate student in mechanical engineering. Racherla said he
was delighted to know there is a
new cricket club.
"We also have a cricket team
that plays against members of
Pakistan Student Association," he
said.
But compared to the existing
Indian Student Organization, the
Spartan Cricket Club is a more
serious sports team. said Sampath
Gadamsetty. s ice president of the
new club and a junior majoring in
computer engineering.
"To enable the formation and
problem -free running of such organizations. the Student Life and
Leadership this year emphasized
on the Special Event Liability
Insurance program in its list of
policies and expectation from student organizations," said Alexis
Montevirgen. coordinator for student organization development
and special programs.
This was clarified by Gregory
Wolcott, associate director of
Student Life and Leadership, who
said. "Insurance is not required
for registration, but by University
Risk Management."
The insurance program makes
the required insurance as ailable to

Few students apply for scholarships
By Ashley Little

By Erin Caballero
Daily Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
Financial Management Association
hoisted its first "Casino) Night"
on Thursday in the Loma Poeta
Ballroom.
The hands oil the students were
stamped blue, but their moods
certainly weren’t as the pulsating music. Las Vegas -sty le tables.
dealers and disco hall kept them
entertained.
All of the classic casino games
were available, including black
jack. Texas Hold ’cm. poker, roulette and craps. Players played for
raffle tickets, and the prizes were
an Apple iPod Mini, a $100 gilt
certificate to Best Buy and a $100
gift certificate to) Nordstrom. The
grand -prize winner won a trip for
iwo to Las Vegas.
"I’m winning." said Isaac
Leong. a kinesuilogy Malla %Ito
opted for the poker table with a
group of friends. While it seemed
to he a "hoys club only" casino at
oines. the
111(1111 secitu 141

SJSU
welcomes
three new
clubs

mind a bit.
"We decided it would he fun to
throw a casino night for the vs hole
campus
We thought it’d he
moire successful than a cit \c ash .0
7 a.m. on Saturdav
said
Matt Ramps:, director out alumni
relations. He said that corporations
usually have a working relationship with the club and sponsors its
activities. In return, grad students
get internships and jobs opportunities
Much to Rampe’s chagrin. the
Alpha Kappa Psi fratenuty was
hoisting their casino night. a Texas
Hold ’eni tournament at around
the same time.
"Theirs is cheaper. hut we’ve
got tooter prizes." he said
Bob Lafranthi. 4111e of the dealers at the casino night, said that
Texas Hold ’em has always been
a favourite for casino goers oil
all ages, but especially younger
crowds Latranzhi and his colleague, fellow dealer II) Burdman,
work four Ace Casino Rentals, a
frac cling c asmo company based in
South San Francisco.

sat CASINO, part 5

Student in Iraq risks life
to study American poet
Sponsored by SJSU professors
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Staff Writer

A small group of Iraqi students
who tisk their lives each day Lou
study literature from other cultures
are rekVI% mg assistance from profess’’’. at San Jose State
to further then education
Proles ,
from the English
and hpaory departments at SJSU
are sending him hooks to help
him work 011 his thesis, hut the
student’s lac is still in danger.
Scott Rice. laighsh department
han at SJSt has spearheaded a
protect to donate hooks to the stu
dent who is earning his master’s
degree and studying Marianne
Moore. an American poet from the
early 20th century, four his thesis.
Rice said he did not want to give
any specific information regarding
the student’s personal information
our location because he does not
vs ant him to he identified
Rice said the student’s brother
vs as recently murdered and he

believes it was a case of mistaken
identity and that he, the student.
vv as the target.
The reason the student is a
target is because he is studying a
Western, female poet.
"Religious fundamentalists of
all kinds are opposed to people developing their minds and exploring
horizons." Rice said.
The student’s resources in Iraq
are very limited since the library
has been destroyed. Rice said.
"He cannot work on his thesis because his library has been
looted and rocketed." Rice said.
"The higher level administration at
the university he attends has been
murdered because of the kind of
work they do."
Rogers. professor
Franklin
emeritus at S,ISI ’. who is sponsoring another student in Iraq, asked
Rice if the English department
would he interested in sponsoring
the student.
"I lust went down to the Tnglish
see IRAQ, page
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VIEW FROM THE EAST

China’s threat to Taiwan an empty gesture
It’s about time the People’s Republic of China realized that preventing Taiwan independence is futile.
It’s an island, damn it. What makes Taiwan so essential to a unified China is murky at best.
And that it’s only 81 miles away from China does
not automatically make Taiwan a Chinese territory.
Nepal and Pakistan are neighbors. but China has no
territorial claims over those countries.
China passed an anti-secession law on March 14
that threatened to use "nonpeaceful means" against
Taiwan if the island chooses independence.
The situation is David versus Goliath all over
again. Taiwan has a population of 23 million people.
while China’s population is counted in the billions.
Add nuclear weapons to the mix, and China has a
definite military advantage against Taiwan.
So Taiwan will get the snot kicked out it if China
goes ahead with nonpeaceful means.
Come to think of it, none of China’s tactics have
ever been "peaceful."
What difference will Taiwan make? What threat
does it pose to the 2,000-strong National People’s
Congress that passed the law unanimously?
To back up. Taiwan had a hotly contested presiden-

tial election last year. The Kuomintang, or Nationalist
Party (KMT). was deadlocked with the Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) in the polls.
The KMT has traditionally advocated a unification
policy, while the outspoken DPP endorses Taiwan independence.
Naturally, the KMT party line was
favored by China. The hope that DPP
incumbent. President Chen Shui-bian.
would be voted out of office, was loud
and clear.
On the eve of the election, Chen and
his vice president, Annette Lu, were
shot at but escaped with minimal injuries.
The deadlocked race went to Chen
and the DPP. with the KMT crying foul.
Conspiracy theories abounded, including how the shootings were staged by
the military to gamer last-minute sympathy votes.
Since winning the election. Chen’s platform toward
China has been conciliatory, even warm. Cross-strait
flights were allowed for the first time in decades, in
time for Chinese New Year in February. It looked like

ADAM THE BEAVER
AH THE
RIVER

NICK SCOTT

Chen’s bluster about independence was nothing more
than to have a platform for voters to rally around.
The law, which was written before the election as
an attempt to keep Taiwan in line, however, hadn’t
lost steam. With high-level support, even though there
were no moves toward independence after
the election, the law passed.
And now China is stuck.
If the law was intended to make naughty
Taiwan behave, it’s caused more backlash
in other areas of the globe.
A European Union weapons embargo
against China, in place since the 1989
Tiananmen Square incident, was about to
be lifted possibly as soon as December.
Now, the embargo will stay in place, because of China’s aggressive stance toward
Taiwan, until at least next year.
Smart move, communists.
Taiwan 1. China 0.
China handed Chen free publicity, as an estimated
1 million people pouted out to protest in late March.
Being handed a cause to rally around made Chen
one popular president.

Magic Kingdom lacks charm,
originality of Disneyland
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SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bente! Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandailywcasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will
take place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
building. For more information, call the gallery
office at 924-4330.
Counseling Services
A GBTQQI group meeting will take place from
noon to 1:20 p.m. in Counseling Services of the
Student Services Center. For more information,
call 924-5910.
Urban Planning Coalition
"Perspectives in Planning" will take place from
noon to 1 p.m. in the A.S. House. The topic will he
on CEQA.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information. call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Pre-Optometry Club
A meeting will take place at 12:15 p.m. in room
249 of Duncan Hall. We will discuss admissions.
OAT and the application process.
Association of Latino Professionals of
Finance and Accounting
A meeting will take place from 6 p.m. to

Ling-Mei Wong is the Spartan Daily opinion editor.
"View from the East" appears every Friday.
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TODAY

Taiwan 2, China 0.
Even the United States is getting in on the crossstrait action. With a treaty signed between America
and Japan. the two powers pledged to defend Taiwan
if it came under attack.
Taiwan 3, China 0.
The irony of this cross-strait crisis is that exactly
nothing will happen. Even if Taiwan up and revises
its constitution to read as an independent country.
America would be less than eager to start World War
III with China.
Losing trade with China would be "unhelpful." as
the Bush administration so aptly dubbed the anti -secession law.
Whatever China chooses to do next will look like
an attempt to cover its ass.
Good luck, communist leaders.
So, to reiterate for China free Taiwan.
If not. at least repeal the anti-secession law.

8:30 p.m. will take place in the University Room
of the Cafeteria. For more information, call
Mercedes Canham at (650) 56448)89.

SUNDAY
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will take place at noon and 5 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.

MONDAY
Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will take
place from 1 p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in Counseling
Services of the Student Services Center. For more
information. call 924-5910.
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
A panel discussion on reproductive choice and
religion will take place at 2 p.m. in the Costanoan
room of the Student Union. For more information,
call Cindy at 924-6500.
Hip Hop Congress
"Alieness: All Skills Level Breakdancing Workshop" will take place from 5 p.m. to It p.m. in the
Umunhum mom of the Student Union. There will
be $5 for S.ISU students and $7 for the general
public. For more information. call Wes Kuruhara
at 859-6479.

Walt Disney had a dream to create the perfect parkI am a big Disneyland fan. 1 go religiously at least
type fair for the young and the young at heart to enjoy. once or twice a year. I’ve never been to Disney World
So he conjured up a dream.
until now.
"To all that come to this happy place, welcome.
I had high hopes and expectations and to my surDisneyland is your land. Here age relives fond prise, they were not met.
memories of the past, and here youth may savor the
Yes, Disney World is bigger -- there’s the Epcot
challenge and promise of the future.
Center, Disney-MGM St ud is and
Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals, the
Animal Kingdom.
dreams and the hard facts that have creBut to me, it just doesn’t seem like
ated America.... With hope that it will be
Walt Disney had his own personal touch
a source of joy and inspiration to all the
on it. Which he didn’t. It just seems difworld." Disney said.
ferent to what I’m so very used to.
He uttered these words the first
Don’t get me wrong. I still enjoyed my
opened his doors to the "Happiest Place
trip it’s just I didn’t like certain things
on Earth" Disneyland!
about it.
Mr. Disney had had his own personal
When I go to Disneyland. it’s an expetouch in what he wanted the park to look
rience I enjoy every time.
RAYCHELLE GARCIA
like from the rounded edges of every
The workers, called "cast members,"
comer to his favorite snack being popped
play a big role in this experience. At
in a cart on every corner possible thoughout the park. Disneyland. they enjoy their job or at least put on a
It took him years of hard work and dedication to good facade. They talk to the guests, they seem apbuild what we know today as pan of the American proachable. and most of all they smile and interact
dream.
with guests young and old.
Wow, who would have thought of to name an entire
At the Magic Kingdom, the cast members hardly
"land" after yourself’?
had a smile on their faces, they weren’t approachCome to think of it, "Garcialand" does have a nice able and maybe a handful of them interacted with the
ring to it.
guests. A majority of them seemed like they didn’t
After Disneyland was built. Disney never stopped want to be there, as if they hated their jot).
dreaming. He had another dream, an even bigger
My experiences didn’t have any similarities, bedream Disney World.
sides the fact that Mickey has all my money.
Is it just me, or do my other adoring Disney fanatBut before Walt could wrap his fingers around
the idea, he passed away in 1966. So his partner and ics feel this way?
brother. Roy Disney. took over operations of Disney
Please let me know what you think. Because if it’s
World and continued his dream.
going to be like this every time. I don’t think I’ll be
So what’s the difference? There’s the obvious fact going back to Disney World any time soon.
that they’re on opposite sides of the United States.
Would you be able to tell who had a say in what? Or Raychelle Garcia is a Spartan Daily production editor
how either park came to what they are now?
"Off the Page" appears every other Friday.

Letter: Response to ’Faculty weighs housing options’
Dear editor.
The article on faculty salaries
was a good statement on how
much our university administration has yet to do in making this
place a true metropolitan university. It would be nice to pay people
enough to live in the metropolis
and not Morgan Hill. Considering
the students at San Jose State
University pay the executive direc-

tor of Associated Students more
than $140.000 a year to arrange
for carnivals and hand out hamburgers, it would be nice to pay a
faculty member a living wage.
We cannot pay a sufficient
amount for housing for young faculty, but we can spend more than
$29.000 for blue and gold caps.
Perhaps we will soon understand
as the internal operations budget of Associated Students grows

more and more
that the price
we pay for a university needs to
be high to attract quality faculty,
quality research and quality performance. We can cut the budget
for the executive in charge of student barbecues.
James Rowen
Graduate student
Urban planning
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Scholars program offers
foster youth a helping hand
2,200

as
St

ik

Action ...

young adults at II CSL campuses
who left the foster care system after they turned lg.
Bruce said that SJSU had
worked on foster youth issues
Emmanuel Amador is happy to
before.
strum his guitar and to study. He
"Alfred Perez, a social work
is enjoying a breather after getting
student and former foster youth
financial aid in Full 2004 that cut
coordinated a campus-wide condown his tight schedule of four
ference in the mid ’90s," Bruce
Ohs. Monica Simmons believes
said.
she is getting closer to fulfill"Research on foster youth is
ing the American dream of "two
crucial for policy changes, implecars, sunny backyard and family,"
mentation and evaluation at govwhich she never had.
ernment level and for state foster
Bounced
from
care agencies which are
one home to another
anxious to do more,"
by the state foster
said Mark Courtney,
care system, foster
director of Chapin Hall
youths Amador and
Center for Children
Simmons have had
at the University of
nothing constant in
C’hicago.
their life except for
His study found that
their identity. They
many foster youth exsaid fulfilling aspiraperience mental health
tions to seek a better
and substance abuse
life could not have
problems for which
happened
without
they get psychologigetting help in undercal treatment. Almost
standing bureaucratic
one-quarter of youth
university admission
reaucratize things," he said. "But
reported to have been tested or
procedures.
if one is serious, one needs to put
This realization mialVaied some soul in it. Institutions are treated for sexually transmitted
them to help other foster south, not set up to pros ide that and you diseases. Nearly two- thirds of
the males and halt of females had
and they helped form the new need volunteers."
cons itied or sent to
group
called
the
Stubbs, a co-presiding fel- been arrested,
Connect
Motivate and Educate Scholars. low of Smith Scholastic Society a correctional fat ulits.
According
to
the
U.S.
which is a consolidated effort and a senior majoring in cultural
taken by Mary Male, a professor anthropology said that SJSU Department of Education report
2000. college graduates earn
of special education, and Emily program’s involvement from the in
Bruce, an assistant professor of faculty members and administra- more money than non -college
graduates. In 1999. college gradusocial work, to act as a support tion would make help make it a
ates earned 515,188) more yearly
network pris ding i nformat ion success.
than high school graduates and
about admission processes.
Alice Hines, associate pro$22,000 more than high school
"I can’t imagine to Ilse in the fessor of social work; Joan
Silicon Valley without a degree." Merdinger. interim associate vice dropouts.
"There are 532,000 children
Amador said. "Applying to SJSU president of Office of Faculty
was an overwhelming full-time Affairs; and Paige Wyatt of school in foster care across the nation,"
job in itself."
of social welfare at UC Berkley Hines said. "Out of those, each
"The 40 -member group aims conducted a study on foster youth year, about 3010 youth emancito ensure not only. help in ad- from June 2(XX) to July 2002. pate. In California there are about
missions but the long-term focus The study is called "Pathways to 40.000 children in foster care, out
on completing their education." College for Former Foster Youth: of which 6,000 emancipate each
Male said. "It will also help them Toward Understanding Factors year."
"2.200 foster children are in
in matters relating to financial aid, that Contribute to Educational
Santa Clara County," said Len
housing and coping emotional Success."
setbacks."
"Having role models and men- Edwards. presiding judge of the
Amador said he owed his new tors who did that little extra was Santa Clara County juvenile court
system. "out of which 100 age out
life to Male, who helped him un- one of the crucial factors." Hines
of system when they turn lg. Out
derstand the required documents.
said. Other factors included a
"I had lost a semester because challenging curriculum, partici- of those. only 10 or 20 percent go
the admission office kept asking pation in school clubs and in a to higher education and only I
me for a paper I didn’t know. It program that shapes skills called to 2 percent make it to graduate
school."
was called the ward of the court, the Independent Li% mg program.
The new program received a
which refers to specifically to fosThe study also found that even
good response from SJSU adminter youth," he said.
if youth were successful academiistration, community and alumni.
An existing federal funded pro- cally. they were vulnerable in othgram called Independent Living er areas of financial difficulties, Male said.
"Housing is a basic need withSkills helps foster youth prepare possible psychological distress
out which nobody can focus on
with basic functional skills. "but and an inability to
health
studying," said Susan Hansen,
that might not be enough," said insurance.
Sonja House. the program’s emTheir study gathered informa- director of University Housing
ployment -education counselor for tion about what service provid- services, who remembers the
Santa Clam County. "More than ers. colleges and universities, and struggles she faced as a first -genhelp with filling forms, these kids child welfare systems could do to eration student.
Currently, the financial aid ofneed role models."
help more foster youth achieve
fice is working on the details of
The focus on role models is positive outcomes.
what makes this group different.
’Majority focus on negative the scholarship and application
outcomes associated with foster cycle for foster youth.
Male said.
"As the program develops,
Simmons. a selluir majoring in youth- pregnancy. homelessness
justice studies, is the student lead- and unemployment," Wyatt said. there w ill he more foster youth
er of the group. She said that role "But we were interested in youth with questions, so we would
modes are very. important. She who made it and were success train to refresh our aid staff," said
was separated from her mother stories of the sy stem."
Colleen Brown, director of finanThe researchers studied 216 cial aid and scholarship office.
at a very young age because of
neglect, abandonment and unsanitary conditions. and said she
grew up without a role model.
"I felt awkward when I was
growing up. because it dawned
upon me that I was different
from others." Simmons said.
foster
l5 -year-old
"My
cousin looks up to me for advice
and suggestions," said Amador.
He said he loves being a role
model.
Evidence from research done
by SAD faculty members identifies role models as a significant
stabilizing factor in their life.
Students: $5
Many such as Inger SagatunGeneral: $8
Edwards, chair of justice studies; Cannen Sigler. interim
Family(4):

"I had lost a semester because
the admission office kept
asking for a paper I didn’t
know. "

Jennifer Seigal / Daily Staff
Nam Nguyen, left, a senior majoring in advertising, films classmate Kim Duch, posing as a Hot Dog on a
Stick employee, standing in a garbage can in Dwight Bente) Hall Wednesday. Nguyen is making a short
film parody for his film class about employees at Hot Dog on a Stick.

Emmanuel Amador,
student
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Police search finger-finder’s home
SAN1(151 \ Pi Investigators
sear, lied the I
Vegas home ot
WI man who iii tied she scooped
up a mouthful of linger along with
her chili at a Wendy’s restaurant
last month.
Jose
Police
’he
San
Department. working with their
counterparts in Las Vegas. cised
the warrant Wednesday as the investigate how a finger ended up in
Anna Ayala’s bowl of chili.
"We are looking into every aspect in this case," San Jose police
spokes% liman Gina Tepoorten
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is disgusting. It is tearing me apart
,’Sala told ABC’s "Good
Morning America" on March 28.
Wendy’s spokesman Bob Bertini
%%mild not comment on the police
insestigation.
There was no answer at a phone
listed for an Anna Ayala in Las
Vegas.
On Thursday. Wendy ’s announced it would give a $50,000
reward to the first person providing
%entiable information leading to the
po.iti%e identification of the origin
of the finger
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provost and vice president of academic affairs: and Judge Edwards
said the program will benefit this
population.
Program -supporters
Bill
Dickinson and Matilda Stubbs
who regularly interact with the
SJSU group feel that the unique
program has a lot of potential to
make rapid progress.
Dickinson, a former foster
youth, established the Smith
Society for foster youth at UC
Santa Cruz in 1999.
"Large institutions tend to bu-

Daily Stuff Writer
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reside in Santa Clara County

By Vaishali Kirpekar
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RACE
Bay Meadows Racetrack located West of HWY 101
off HWY 92 in San Mateo
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Professor chosen
for scholarship
out of 300 candidates
By Banks Albach
Daily Skiff Writer
Rona Halualani. assistant professor of communication studies at San Jose State University.
was formally selected on March
31 as a 2005 Carnegie Scholar.
Halualani is one of 21 scholars out
of a pool of 300 national and international applicants, to be selected
by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.
In an e-mail statement, Carnegie
Foundation President Lee Shulman
said the program supports distinguished faculty
members who
contribute
to
teaching
and
learning.
He
added that the
proscholar
gram is crucial
because it provides for professional peer
review.
"Teaching tends to be a private
act, limited to the teacher and students," Shulman said in the e-mail.
"It is rarely evaluated by professional peers. We work to make
teaching public, subject to critical
evaluation and usable by others."
Carnegie scholars serve oneyear terms and two two-week residencies at the foundation’s Stanford
University location. The scholars
also meet at Stanford on various
dates during the academic year. The
Carnegie Foundation started the

scholars program in 199N.
In addition, with support from
the scholars program and SJSU,
Halualani said she plans to conduct
a 2005-06 education project. She
said the investigation will focus
on student learning in courscwork,
life experience and intercultural
communication.
Halualani said the results might
give communication instructors the
framework to finely tune class curriculum and better understand the
needs and concerns of students.
"This type of focus directly
challenges how the communication studies discipline and most
diversity course curricula has
approached student learning in
the intercultural communication
classroom, which has been largely
based on a stock ’one-size-fits-all’
curricular model." she said.
Dennis Jaehne, communication studies chair, said Halualani
is a leader in intercultural studies
and curriculum development. She
has also helped some Bay Area
master’s students get published
in the International Journal of
Intercultural Studies, he said.
"She has broken ground in a
number of areas," Jaehne said. "In
a way, the Carnegie Scholar award
just puts the exclamation point at
the end of everything she is doing."
Halualani received a B.A. from
UC Davis, an M.A. from California
State University Sacramento and
her Ph.D. from Arizona State
University.
The foundation was founded
in 1905 by Andrew Carnegie and
chartered by Congress in 1906.
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Step by
step

Two San Jose State
University students
walk by the University
Police Department on
Monday afternoon.
Zuch Beecher /
Daily Staff

State Department isn’t doing enough to prevent
illegal exports of weapons, report states
WASHINGTON (AP)
The State
Department has failed to make needed changes
since the Sept. II, 2001. terrorist attacks in a
system designed to prevent illegal exports of
U.S. weapons and military technology, according to congressional investigators.
A General Accountability Office report released Thursday said a number of weaknesses
"create vulnerabilities in the arms export control system and undermine assurances that the
system is protecting U.S. interests."
The State Department authorizes U.S. arms
exports to ensure they don’t conflict with the

United States national security and foreign
policy interests.
The report by the GAO, investigative arm of
Congress, said the State Department must "limit the possibility that exports will erode the U.S.
military’s technological advantage and prevent
U.S. arms from falling into the wrong hands. At
the same time, the department needs to allow
legitimate defense trade with allies to occur."
The State Department called the report inaccurate and misleading because it failed to reflect
efforts the agency has made.
"There is no reason to believe that any (S

delmse items have been used in terronst attacks. or that our enemies have used them
against U.S. military forces or those of our coalition partners," the State Ikpartmcnt said in a
letter to the GAO. The six -page letter said the
current system has been "remarkably successful in depriving our enemies of access to I’S.
defense technology."
Rep. Henry J. Hyde. R -III.. the House
International Relations Committee chairman
who requested the GAO rec les% last year, said
the report "points to a number of unwelcome
trends and raises troubling questions."

Human Resources scrutinize
associate vice president candidates
By Erin Caballero
Daily Stuff Writer

In an effort to better educate and
serve the San Jose State University
community, a fourth "Meet the
Candidates Open Forum" was
hosted in the University Room
on Thursday. Maria Rivera -Pena,
who is running for associate vice
president of human resources,
shared her credentials and visions
for SJSU while answering questions from SJSU faculty and staff
members.
"I believe I can bring a lot to
the table, and I’m aware that I’ll
be dealing with a much larger department." Rivera-Pena told the
small crowd of SJSU faculty and
staff members.
A former human resources
manager for an alcohol company,
Rivera-Pena said decided to leave
the company since she couldn’t
get behind the product her company was marketing.
"They had a ’Bring Your
Daughter To Work Day’ and I

wouldn’t feel comfortable bringing my daughters look where
Mommy works," she said.
Rivera-Pena, the current director of human resources for
Redwood C’ity, believes that her
more than 20 years of experience
in both the public and private sectors make her the ideal candidate
for the job.
She is one of five potential candidates being considered for the
position. Each candidate is given
30 minutes to answer questions
from SJSU faculty members and
staff on his or her qualifications
and experiences in the human resources area.
Under the direct authority of
the administration and finance
vice president, the new associate
vice president will oversee 43 human resources professionals and
support staff members, respond
to university litigation issues and
is responsible for campus compliance to human resources -related
policies. According to the SJSU
Human Resources Service Group.
the new associate vice president

must have complete knowledge of
human resources policy and laws
and possess outstanding professional management and communication skills.
The last forum will be held today
in room 189 of the Engineering
building from 9:45 a.m. to 10:15
a.m. The final candidate’s name is
Brad Davis. the current director of
compliance services, who drafted
and implemented SJSU policy
on progressive discipline, family medical leave and emergency
evacuation.
Other candidates included Ted
Heidloff, a senior sales representative of a company that makes cutting tools for the mold industry;
Mary Raz, an affiliate senior education consultant for a private San
Francisco office: and Kathleen
Donofrio, a manager and human
resources consultant for a company called "In or Out of the Box"
in Los Gatos.
Their resumes are available for
public review in the vice president
for administration and finance office.

Schwarzenegger backs off plan
to change public pension system
SACRAMENTO (AP,
In a
dramatic policy reversal Thursday.
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
hacked off his plan to reshape
California’s public employee pension system for now. saying "misconceptions" by firefighters and police officer, that it would strip them
of death and disability benefits had
overwhelmed the issue.
Schwarzenegger, who launched
his plan to change the pension system in January. said he would wait
until the June 2006 primary election
to put his proposal on the ballot if
lawmakers didn’t reach a compromise in coming months. But even
as he announced the delay. he said
his petition campaign had already
gathered 400010 of the necessary

Am.

61K1.000 signatures to put his plan
on the ballot.
Schwarzenegger’s retreat comes
as successive polls show his public
suppio dropping and as organized
labor are fighting his pension plan.
For labor groups the plan had potentially devastating repercussions.
as they feared a new system of
forced individual investment accounts might gain momentum in
other states and eventually dilute the
power of S2 trillion in pension fund
assets nationwide that have become
major forces on Wall Street.
Schwarzenegger had called pension costs "another government
program out of control" and wanted
to curb escalating state payments
to public employee retirement

funds by requiring new employees
hired after 2007 to join private.
401(k I-style individual investment
accounts. Instead of rem% mg a
guaranteed "defined benefit." pen sir inert’ payments would depend on
the success of their pnvate investments.
But the WHIMS, birth in California
and nationally.. fought back. They
seized on the death and disability
benefits as a key issue and featured
the widows and children of dead
police and firelighters to highlight
their case. Their Democratic allies
who dominate the Legislature didn’t
negotiate with Schwarzenegger.
even as he threatened to go directly
to voters in a special election later
this year.
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SCHOLARSHIPS - SJSU offers more than 900 awards
continued from page 1

said. "It is especially nice considering it was easy to apply for."
Rustia said that many students
most of the time probably do not
want to have to write an essay, because it is just more work to do.
Hernandez said she feels the
SAM way.
"If I had to write a long essay.
I do not know if I would apply."
Hernandez said. "Even though it
would help me out, it just means
more work for me. But I know
that I should do it."

well as bulletins on each department board. Each department advertises through the Financial Aid
and Scholarship Office and along
with in its own department.
Rustia herself has never applied for one. hut she said that
she does read the notices in her
department on the bulletin board,
but she believes that this is not
enough to convince people.
According to the Financial Aid
and Scholarship Office
Web site. "all students
are encouraged to apply for as many scholarships as possible.
to lessen their need
for loans or pan -time
work." According to
some department faculty members, the main
problem is that a lot of
students are not taking
the time to apply.
The justice studies
department has seven
scholarships in its department alone. Even
though they have never had a
scholarship that not one person
has applied for, they do have
very few students who do apply.
Sagatun-Edwards said.
"I would like students who
meet at least the standard qualifications to make an effort to
apply," Sagatun-Edwards said.
"Being awarded a scholarship will
look good in the future, and will
help students financially."
On average, students pay
52.550 each academic year
to attend SJSU. With tuition
and student fees rising, money
will always remain an issue.
Scholarships are gift assistances
with no obligation for work or
repayment, according to the
Financial Aid and Scholarship
Office Web site.
Jacinta Hernandez, a justice
studies major, has received a
scholarship in the past and knows
how much help they really are.
"It is nice to know that this is
something that I do not have to
pay back like a loan," Hernandez

though students in his department
applied for every scholarship this
year. fewer people that were eligible for the awards applied.
With the lack of students applying for scholarships, some faculty members have started to take
matters into their own hands.
"Lately, we have decided to
have faculty nominate good students as well, and then invite
those students to apply." SagatunEdwards said. "This should increase the number of applicants."
The political science
department offers several
scholarship opportunities
to students, which professor and department
chair Kenneth Peter said
is all in thanks to a fellow
faculty member.
"I believe we are one
of the few departments
with so many internal
scholarships given by the
department to our maims." Peter said.
"This is largely due to
the influence of a previous chair it the department. Terry Christensen, who
raised much of the money that
supports these scholarships."
In the past. the department had
about 12 to I S applicants for six
to eight scholarships. making the
odds good for students getting
one, Christensen said.
The department also includes a
scholarship for a summer internship in Washington D.C.. which
usually attracts six to eight applicants.
"There are actually a couple of
additional scholarship!s that have
been added recently. which gives
us around eight or so scholarships
a year." Peter said.
"We usually have around 40
to NI maiiirs graduating a year.
which means that about IS to 20
percent ot our graduating majors
received scholarships during their
time with us
With these being only a few of
the departments on campus. there
are numerous amounts of scholarships waiting to be picked up. All
that is needed is a candidate.

"I would like students who
meet at least the standard
qualifications to make an
effort to apply."

Zach Beecher / Daily Stall
Flueben Duran, a senior majoring in illustration, finishes putting the final touches on his painting for
his finger-painting class on the second floor of the Art building Thursday.

CASINO - Proceeds to fund spring convocation
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and an ability to spot cheaters.
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For Burdman. a retiree, dealing
cards is a fun way to supplement
his income.
"I’M strictly an amateur having
hull
es cryttung I earn goes to
buy iii presents for my four granddaughters." Burdman said.

"Kids have al vv iss been interested in gambling." said Lai ral1/11i.
who has been dealing cards siii. e
1%3. To he a dealer, he said. re
quires mental acuity. last hands. a
knowledge of the games, akrtuiess

Mitred. of ..C:1511U) Night" will
fund the Financial Management
Association’s Spring Convocation
on May 27. at the Historic Del Monte
Building in Sunnyvale. According to
Sarah Con. association president, the
total amount raised won’t he known
until next week.
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To reserve a space please call the
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recognized student organizations
that do not have other sources of
insurance.
Some organizations, such as
the Ballroom Dance Club. have
insurance whereas others, such as
Human Powered Vehicles Club,
which designs vehicles, do not.
"We use the engineering room
for our projects without disturbing anything." said Jin Sha. president of Human Powered Vehicles
Club.
"The already existing insurance plans of some organizations
are acceptable if those student
groups are part of a regional, national group that is insured." said
George Sabino. University. Risk
Manager of Human Resources
Service Group.
"The university has specific
insurance requirements for facilities use. including SI million

If this date is not convenient please
call Admissions at
1-866-215-2777
to set up a personal consultation.

classes are s elti one
ght a week at An. -w
till! High School with two
weekends each summer art
CADISLUA.

combined general liability and
$2 million aggregate insurance."
Sabino said.
He said a special event’s insurance for an event of about 300
people, purchased from the university, would cost around $130.
To clarify further, he said that
nothing horrible or alarming has
happened to launch the insurance emphasis, but this is a preventive
measure to protect the university
from any financial losses and to
ensure a snuxith existence of student organizations and activities.
Sabino said, "The Student Life
and Leadership asked the Human
Resources Service Group to create a consolidated effort in this
direction when a few years ago, a
concert got out of control, leading
to vandalism"
Friday marked the beginning of
the registration renewal process.
Wolcott said the number of
organizations on campus remains

I’nder graduate Stedentc ONLY
sist. !Aranis going a
SIO SPAR I .%,\ SHOPS GIFT CERTIFICATE:
and a
N25 ON
F: GIFT CERTIFICATE tr.
a 1 in 50 chance to WIN A

email

Doctorate in His
Administration
In Counseling and
Clinical Psychology

For the 2(5)5-06 school year,
the political science department
offers nine scholarships to students. but faces the same hardships as most other departments.
Competition is not a major
theme when it comes to applying
for scholarships.
"There’s some competition
but probably less competition
than for most other scholarships,"
said James Brent, vice chair of
the political science department.
"Depending on the requirements.
we almost never have more than
10 people applying for any single
scholarship, and sometimes only
three or four"
Stephen Branz, acting associate dean for the College of
Science, said that to him there
seems to be reasonable competition for scholarships, however
he would welcome more highly
qualified applicants.
The School of Art and Design
annually gives out scholarships
totaling 530.000 to 540.000,
Robert Milnes, director of the An
and Design Program. said that al -
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a few organizations
consistent
lose their registration status each
year if they are not in compliance
with certain rules.
Examples of noncompliance
with policies, procedures and regulations include denial of membership to anyone on the basis of
race, religion, national origin, age
or sex and participation in acts of
hazing.
In addition to the rules, Wolcott
said SO percent of members in the
organization should he SJSU students while 20 percent could be
from the community.
"Each organization needs to
have a minimum of eight members." he said.
Both Wolcott and Salvino
agreed that most organizations
adhere to the rules since registration enables them to enjoy pnvileges such as reserving university
facilitiesrooms in the Student
Union. the amphitheater, tables to
distribute materials, the barbecue
pits-- and using the services of
Associated Students General
Services office for banking and
assistance with ticket selling.
"We have recently increased
the support we pros ide them
through the student organization fare, student organization
leadership conference in the fall
and workshops designed to help
them with organization issues,
such as managing meetings and
officer transition." Wolcott said.
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Bad weather follows golfers to Augusta for the Masters
Newcomer Ryan Palmer holds the lone lead with 3 under par; officials hope to get back on schedule after rain delays
AUGUSTA. Ga. (AP)
Tiger Woods knocked a
ball into the creek with his putter. Billy Casper hit
five straight shots into the water. Palmer was on the
leaderboard.
The Masters got off to an improbable start
Thursday.
Then again, the rain that delayed the first shot
at Augusta National by nearly 5 1/2 hours was no
surprise. The PGA Tour has been plagued by bad
weather all year.
Once play finally got going, Relief Goosen
showed there’s more to golf than the Big Four.
The two-time U.S. Open winner shot a 2 -under
34 on the front nine, sharing the lead with Shingo
Katayama, Stuart Appleby and Palmer
Ryan
Palmer. that is.
The 28 -year-old Palmer. no relation to Arnold.
is playing in his first Masters. He had the lead all
to himself at 3 under before a bogey at the turn
knocked him back.
As for the Big Four
Woods, Phil Mickelson.
Vijay Singh and Ernie Els the biggest name in
that group got off to a dismal start.
Woods, who has won three green jackets. bogeyed No. 11 his second hole and then made
a huge blunder at the par-5 13th. With a 20-footer
for eagle, he completely misjudged the speed of the
green and watched in disbelief as the hall raced past
the cup and tumbled into the creek. He wound up
taking bogey.

At least Woods only put one in the water. The 73 year-old Casper, who returned to the course after a
three-year absence, put five in there before finally
making the green at the par-3 16th.
He didn’t even bother marking his ball, taking
three putts to get down for a 14.
Back to the contenders. Mickelson, the defending champion, was even through
seven holes. Singh. the world’s
top-ranked player. was 1 under
through six. And Els was 2 over
through five.
Six -time Masters champion
Jack Nicklaus played with a
heavy heart after the drowning death of his 17 -month -old
grandson last month. Still, he
was a respectable 1 over as he
approached the turn.
David Duval. who has been
mired in a mystifying slump and
didn’t even play the Masters last
year, birdied two of his first six
holes to put his name atop the
leaderboard.
Alas, he bogeyed four of the next six to drop
back down. Still. Duval was playing much better
than he did in his last round at Augusta an 84 in
2003 that signaled just how far the two-time runner-up’s game had fallen.

The bad weather that has plagued the PGA Tour
since the start of the year didn’t spare Augusta
National.
Thunderstorms swept through the area in the
morning, saturating the azalea -lined course. A
small stream ran across the first fairway. Puddles
dotted the bunkers.
When play finally began.
golfers used both the first and
10th tees a last -resort decision at the tradition -rich club.
After the 14 at 16. Casper
bogeyed the next two holes and
made the turn with a 21 -over 57
well on his way to the highest
score in Masters history. Charles
Kunkle shot 95 in 1956.
"This is going to slow my
momentum." Casper quipped on
his way to the clubhouse, where
he stopped for a brief rest before
heading off to play his final nine
holes.
Before Casper came along.
the highest score at Ni,. 16 was an 11 by Herman
Barron in 1950.
It was surprising to find Casper in the field, ex en
though he has the right to play as a former churn.
pion. In 2002. Augusta National chairman Howie
Johnson sent letters to Casper and two other aging

"This isn’t part of
the PGA Tour. But
we’re bringing the
weather with us."
Ted Purdy,
golfer

golfers, Gay Brewer and Doug Ford. asking them
to step aside.
Casper decided to return this year after having a
hip replaced.
It was the fourth consecutive week players were
kept off the course because of rain. The Masters became the ninth of 15 events on the PGA Tour schedule to be halted at some point because of weather
rain, wind. fog. even a brief snow flurry last
week in Atlanta.
"This isn’t part of the PGA Tour." Ted Purdy
said. listening to rumbles of thunder on the horizon.
"But we’re bringing the weather with us."
Then again. Augusta National has its own history of had weather.
This is the fourth straight year the Masters has
been suspended because of rain, including 2003.
when it rained so much the tournament did not begin until Friday.
The first starting time, originally set for 8:05
a.m. EDT. was pushed back to 1:30 p.m.
For the third year in a row, there was no ceremonial first shot. Augusta National hopes that Palmer
-- Arnold, that is - will eventually take over the
duties after play mg the last of his 50 Masters in
2004.
With the first round unlikely to be completed,
tournament 01 ticial s announced a two-tee start on
Friday as %yell. hoping to get the Masters back on
schedule heading into the weekend.

Bo Jackson
sues newspaper
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Bo
C11 ICAGO
AP,
Jackson tiled a defamation
lass suit Wednesday against a
California newspaper that quoted
a dietary expert who said the former two-sport star used steroids.
The lawsuit vi as filed in Cook
County against the Inland Valley
MediaNews
Daily
Bulletin,
Ciroup Inc . MediaNews Group
Interactive. Inc., sports writer
Jim Mohr. who is now spins editor. and three other employees of
the ilex% spaper.
"Ise got nothing to hide."
Jackson said at a news conference before the White Sox’s game
against the Cleveland Indians. "If
anyone wants to check into my
medical past. go get blood tests.
go check up on those blood tests
and Nee if there was any anabolic
steroids in it. You’re more than
welcome."
Jackson is suing for unspecified general and punitive damages. His lawyer, Dan Biederman,
also said they want the newspaper to print a retraction.
Steve Lambert, the editor of
the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin
and The Sun of San Bernardino,
said it was too early for the newspaper to comment on the lawsuit.
"We’re still investigating the
situation.- he said.
Mohr did not immediate 1y. return a call for comment
Wednesday night.
In a story published March 24
under Mohr’s byline, dietary expert Lllen Coleman was quoted
as saying she knew personally
that "Bo Jackson lost his hip because of anabolic abuse. Jackson, the only player to be
named to the NFL’s Pro Bowl
and appear in baseball’s All Star game, injured his hip playing for the Oakland Raiders in
1991 in a playoff game against
the Cincinnati Bengals. He did
play baseball that season for the
Chicago White Sox and had a
hip replacement the next year.
He returned to baseball in 1993
and spent law more season in
Chicago before signing with the
California Angels and then retiring in 1994. He won the Ileisman
Trophy as a running hack for
Auburn in 19145.
Jackson said he found the
story from the newspaper online,
and at least one person called him
about it. Biederman said he then
contacted Coleman, who denied
making any statements about
Jackson. She pro% Med the lawyer
with a videotape of her speech at
a Riverside, Calif.. sports forum
to back up her claim.
"At no time during my speech
or while qyaking individually to
JIM MI )hr did I use or mention
the naam
Jacksim." Ciileman
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Men’s golf team struggles with young players
;

By Marsea Nelson
Daily Staff Writer
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The Spartans men’s golf team has had its ups
and downs this season. They took first in the
Anteater Invitational in March at UC Irvine, but
a week later finished a disappointing 14th out
of 16 teams at the Duck Invitational in Eugene.
Ore.
"We have so many young players, so we
don’t have a lot of experience." said freshman golfer Jon Tringale. "Consequently, we
don’t have the consistency that we would like
to (have)."
The team has eight players, only two of
whom have played Division -I golf before, said
head coach. John Dormann. Out of the eight.
five players attend each tournament, and the
lowest four scores count toward the team’s

Kim won the individual title at the Anteater
Invitational, but played his worst college round
in Oregon.
He said nerves were a factor but he is becoming more confident.
"Since I’ve been here, (Kim) is the most
talented golfer that we’ve had technically,"
Dormann said.

"I think this team
has more
individual talent
than any team
we’ve had."
John Dormann,
men’s goff
head coach

score.
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"One (freshman) is always playing. so we
need those guys to kind of step up and contribute some more consistent scores and then our
team scores will be even better." Dormann said.
"We’re just so inexperienced and so raw that we
can be really good one round and then another
round look like we haven’t played for a couple
months."
However, David Kim, a sophomore, said the
team is beginning to gain confidence.
"We’re kind of getting used to what the environment’s like and what it’s like to play college -level golf." Kim said.

"He could become one of the top players
on the West Coast. maybe even the country in
time, if he gains experience," he said.
Dormann said the team is learning how to
push each other at practice and play for each
other at tournaments.
"1 think this team has more individual tal-

ent than any team we’ve had." Dormann said.
"When golf teams start playing for each other
instead of just themselves. then they become
much stronger teams."
Tringale said Justin Madison, the only senior
on the team, has helped him adjust to playing at
a college level.
"He’s kind of taken me to the side a lot of
times and given me advice and comforted me
and helped me out." Tringale said. "I’m grateful for that."
Dormann currently coaches both the men
and women’s golf teams hut next season will
coach only the women’s team.
"That guy (taking over the men’s golf team)
I think is going to be pretty lucky, whoever
he is, with some of the talent that we have."
Dormann said. -Hopefully he’ll be able to help
mold and shape these guys and get the most out
of them."
The team placed seventh at the Western
Intercollegiate in Pasatiempo during spring
break. The team will compete at the U.S.
Intercollegiate at Stanford on April 16 and 17
and then goes to Louisiana for the Western
Athletic Conference championships from May
2 to 4.
If the team wins the WAC Championships.
they will have a spot in postseason play at the
NCAA regional tournament.
"I think if we got everyone working together
we could definitely v,in (the WACk" Tringale
said.
"Anything could happen there." he said.

GOLF TEAM’S

SEASON SO FAR
Gold Rush Tournament
Sept 17 to 19 2004
11th out Of 30 teams
Pacific Invitational
Sept 27 21304
Eighth out of 10

teams

Mackenzie Invitational
Oct 11 to 12 2004
12th out of 15 teams
Wolf Pack Invitational
Oct 1810 19 2004
14th out of 18 teams
Del Walker Intercollegiate
Nov 4 to 5 2004
Eighth auto! 12 teams
John Burns Intercollegiate
Feb 23 to 25
13th Out of 22 teams
Anteater invitational
March 14 to 15
First out of 10 teams
Duck Invitational
March 21 to 22
14th out of 16 teams
Western intercollegiate
March 28 to 29
Seventh out of 18 teams
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McGwire
postpones
Hall of Fame
induction
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Mark McGwire’s induction
into the Bay Area Sports Hall of
Fame was postponed Thursday
at the beleaguered slugger’s
request.
McGwire. who played most
of his first 12 major league seasons with the Oakland Athletics,
was scheduled to he inducted
into the hall at a banquet in San
Francisco next Wednesday along
with tennis great John McEnroe
and former [(Hoban players
Steve Young and Dick Bass,
But McGwire, who was
widely criticiied last month
for his es asiye responses to
questions during Congressional
hearings on steroid use in major
league baseball, asked to be removed from the program.
"He feels his presence at
next week’s enshrinement banquet ... mould be too much of
a distraction to the induction."
hall president Ken Flower said.
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T, M-F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour
starling depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
Call 244-1968 X16

STUDENTPAINTERS. NET
NOW Hiring, House Painters
Wanted No exp nec Training
provided Spring -PT SummerFT $8 50-511 00/hr Email
studentpainters4084yahoo corn
or Call (4081 476-8488

LEE’S SANDWICHES now hiring! All positions available 260
Santa Clara St @ Sixth St
Next to New Civic Center/City
Hall, Call 408-687-1015 or visit
WWW.leesandwiches com

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
THE 01.0 SPAGHETTI FACTORY Local valet company needs
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
enthusiastic 8 energetic indiActivities Lessons Learning for girl We are currently hiring for
PIT positions We offer a great viduals to work al nearby malls
participants Work with other comworking environment with day
private events & country clubs
munity orgs Set-up & deliver proEDUCATIOWRECREATIOW
grams at assigned locations 5-10 & evening shifts for responsible FT/PT available We will work
CHILDCARE
P. energetic people Apply in
around your busy school
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
hrsAvk 610.00/hr HS diploma
person 260 to 4 00pm Mon or schedule Must have clean
round program, indoor pool
or aquae w/sorne experience
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
Tues We are located in San
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good
Experience with children a
Understand girl/gender issues
TEACHERS WANTED: Must
Pedro Square
money Call 408-867-7275
must Teaching experience not First Aid/CPR Cent (have
have experience working with
required AM/PM/WE shifts
or can obtain) Basic math
children & have a minimum
available Email resume to
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
of 12 units in child developsdavis4avac us
company vehicles Bilingual is
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
ment related classes Flexible
WAITRESSES & DANCERS
$14 50 to START
a plus Avail Immediately Send
No exp nec Will train Must be
hours a plus Call Small World
Certified Training Provided
cover letter & res to HR, Girl
NANNY/ASSISTANT
21 Great S PT Flex Mrs Cell
Schools4408-283-9200 eat 21
Suits All Majors
Scouts of Santa Clara Co..
PT Santa Cruz Mts area
or 10 Fax Res to 408-283-9201
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
Great Resume Exp
2 kids/11 & 17 408 892-4407 1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
Flex Around Schedule
CA 95128. FAX 40e 287-8025.
THEATER, MANNERS
IMMEDIATE Openings
SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is Email- hr@girlscoutsofscc.org
DELIVERY DRIVERS
HIP HOP INSTRUCTORS for
Call 408-436-9336
hiring exp Summer Camp Staff No phone calls, please ak/FOE
Party Rental Business
children Theater & Manners
FunStudentWork corn
Teen Program Staff Camp
Perfect for Students,
training provided 1-7 hours
staff supervise & work w/youth
Earn
$250
Weekend’
Every
per week Must have car Earn in an outdoor setting through
NANNY: PT (M-TH 14 MRS)
Must have reliable truck Or
$25 per class Must have exp
organized activities FIT 10 wks We need a PT Nanny for two
van Heavy lifting is required
working with children! Theater
June-Aug Teen Program Staff school age children Monday.
408-292-7876
Funl Call Carol at 408-629lead/teach physical activities
Tuesday Si Wednesday 2 00
9721 Fax 408-225-8343 or
inc games. dance classes.
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
to 500 pm Thursdays 12 30
TELLER POSITION FT
carolromoaQtheaterfun com
in
gym,
Greentree Apt.. at
sports. yoga. wrkout
to 5 00 pro Possible FT for
Western Union location. Santa
Tully & Mclaughin
etc Flexible Pa hrs M -F 4-8,
Summer & Vacation help in NY
Clara Bilingual (English/
CAMP COUNSELORS needed may inc wkends Prefer email
Rents
start from $875
in July We live at the Silver
Spanish) $9 00/hr 988-4512
06/05-08/19 for Residential
Newer Large Units
shiackson4scvymca org Apply Creek Valley Country Club
SUMMER Camping Program
Park
like
grounds Patio
CohwAy scvymca rag or call
Start date end of April/early
for children 8 adults with disGated Parking MD
(408) 226-9622
May Salary Range $1000abilities Challenging, Rewarding’
Close
Shopping
to
Library.
$12 00/hr Dep on Exp/Refs
ATTENTION. SJSU STUDENTS
Call Tamisha4408-243-7861
HY101/280
Denise 408 472-2345 cell
EARN SCONE GINN EXPERIENCE
or visit YAW., viaservices org
INSTUCTORS FOR FITNESS
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
EDUCATIONAL CLASSES:
PART-TIME OPENINGS
Great Opportunity Great Pay
LOS GATOS SWIM AND
TIRED OF SHARING
’HIGH -STARTING PAY
8 Flexible Hours Call 408 971RACQUET CLUB is currently
A BATHROOM??
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
GENERAL
accepting applications for posi 4760 or visit campcarter net
Come see our huge
lions in the following depart
2 bedroom 2 lull bath
’Customer sales/service
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
ments Front Desk. Fitness
over 1000 sq foot apartment
’All maiors may apply
DESIGNER Start-up Publishing
Staff Summer Camp Leaders
Walking distance tu SJSt1
’Internships possible
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
House needs reliable designer
Childcare 8 Age -Group Swim
Newly remodeled
’Scholarships
annually
awarded
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Knowledge of Adobe PageMaker
Coaches Applicants are to be
Laundry facilities
’Sortie conditions apply
Infant. Toddler P. Preschool
a must Email your res to
outgoing able to multi -task
Parking
’No
experience
necessary
port-toftoopacbell net
Teachers P. Aides Substitute
Good customer service is a
Security Gate
’Training provided
positions some with flexible
plus PT AM/PM shifts availEasy Access to Bey
schedules are also available More info call (4081
Area freeways
CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
STUDENT DRIVER NEEDED
able ECE units are required
356-2136 or lax resume to
Substantially larger than
Transport SJS professor to 8
www workforstudents com/sisu
for leacher positions but
(4081 358-2593
Others’
$1195 00,m«
from
Sunnyvale
8
Evergreen
not req for Aide positions
408-947-0803
College 4 days/week Must
Excellent opportunity for Child
have
clean
driving
record
Pay
STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB Now
Development maiors Call
2 anirlootiralbelaeveFomr msoareeinfo
CHARMING NAGLEE PARK
hiring Security. Cocktailers
Cathy for an interview TOTF 24158.00/HOUR
408Large Furnished
Barbacks Cashiers & Promotions
1968516 or fax res to 248-7433
Register FREE
924-5522 or 408132-Y756
Studio $900 inc LAI No smoke/
408.279-4441 8 So First St
for lobs near
peis Call agent ace 996 8100 .105
Campus or Home
student -sitters corn

EMPLOYMENT

LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
Lge 2B 1 5Ba ri 9th 51095,mo you purchase any new or
Newly remodeled 408 309-9554 used HiFi Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube & solid
state loudspeakers DJ sound
SHARE 3OR TOWNHOUSE
classic used equipment
Beautiful Evergreen Foothills
Cable. Satellite TV. DSL. Maid Sounds Unique buys sells
Service Utility included $600/ trades consigns 8 services
most quality equipment Trade
mo Leslie ,4 408 386 7246
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakEVRORN TWNFIS W/POOL
ers for new sound Special
2 MIS $400 ea. 1/4 utils Nr
pricing for SJSU students &
College & Frwys G/M Pref d
faculty Check our website
408-223-1840 or 892-1866
www soundsunique corn or call
408-287-3002

SHARED HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT. 3B0/2BA
home in quiet. safe SJ area
7 mi from SJSU 1 blk to Lt rail
$425/mo util inc 265-6381

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CLUB/GREEK/ORG
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your groups time
PLUS our free (yes. free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS
51000-$2000 in earnings
for your group Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non -sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser 4
18881 923-3238. or visit
www campustundraiser corn
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Clearly Print Your Ad Here

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA 8 Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace a. 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace,,aoi com or visit
were gracenotesechting corn

408.924.3277
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Phons

:Greek Messages

Dteai Estate
:Services

Send check Of money order b) (sorry, no credit cards) to:
Igiertart Deily Clossieele, lust Jen State Universe,
Sim Sow, CallIenile OS1112-0141
Classifted desk is located In Dwight Bentel Hail, Rm 209
Deadline: 10:00 a.m, two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled checks
Rates for consecutive publication dates only

:Events

0Health,Beauhr.

Volunteers

:Sports/Thrills

:For Sale

Olnsutance

:Electronics

:Entertainment

:Wanted

:Travel

:Employment

Tutoring

City & State

ZIP

Qiiestions? CALL 4011.1124.3217

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicitieS
for our sperm donor programs
It you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile
couples For more information
Onto apply online please VISI1
WSmAo cryobankdonors corn
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
. 6444
Cal i BIRTHRIGHT I

OPPOFITUNITIES

FREE MAKE OVERS!
Model for San Jose Hair Show
Free Color/Cut/Style
EGG DONORS $5700.
April 9-10-11
Seeking all ethniaties
Call Now 408 646-6757
Responsible healthy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
or info4wcted com
Earn 515-5125 8 more/survey
www money/or surveys corn
ANNOUNCEMMTS

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
jr ,noont
r,
rI
14
15
16
17
1/1
20

. aare
Hat Pete’
talk Tag
Rood of panel
Fellow
They have spates
Bogeyman
Keen if down’
21 Opposing sides
23 Small pansy
24 Elegant shop
26 Leopard coustes
?ft Move labonously
30 Serf movers rental
ihyph
JI Pasted
32 Understand
33 Johnny 36 ant*, prong
37 Lumpy hulls
39 Withered
39 Install a lawn
40 Ambergns source
It Our in Tours
42 Makes a
hummtng sound
43 Mast on
44 Repairs a boot
47 Travelers stop
48 Love In Venice
49 First Milan 9 TOT
541 Winter (lames org
S3 Wrecked ships
56 Paso* animal
59 Gary a at
59 Economist
Janeway
60 Consumed
61 Work by Keats
62 College offrmals
83 Panorama
DOWN

I 000000000000000000000000000000

I 1-day
2-days
I 3-days
14-days
5-days
04/06/05

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cosinebco $89 00’year
Save 30.- -60.. For info call
1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
www goldenwestdental com

.
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3 Long low dog
4 ’C - la are’
Suppressed
6 White
as a gholl
7 Romances
9 Church
vestment
9 Tease
tO Arrived 12 wds I
t House ol snow
12 ’Bicycle tor Two’
13 Chatty pets
19 Paper money
22 Alhey Irons Moo
75 Sheltered
26 Chicago airport
27 Mama - Elliot
28 Bane of pvts
29 Muse of history
30 Part of Aaas
border
32 Bicycle parts
33 Strike bacii

34 Deserve
35 Reproduced
37 Noted ground
hogs name
38 A few
40 Having tires
41 Weeds that
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
S1
52
54
55
57

;tattled-in
Otdord tutor
AM or FM
Edit as fed
Large
movong crone
Necessities
Egyptian
sun god
Bad sign
Walking slick
Sone moorage
Undercover op.
Fond du Wis
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Cleaning
the
gutter ...

IRAQ - Professors contribute with books, money donations
continued from page 1

Felix Gallegos of Union City
cleans out the gutter at Clark
Hall on Wednesday. Gallegos
has been working at the Clark
Hall site for about a month.
Lorry Thomas /
Daily Staff

Adapted Physical Activity Club
hosts sports events for the disabled
By Ashley Little
Doily Staff Writer

It’s a swish of the net, it’s a
dribble of a ball and it’s the running down the court this is what
is known as basketball. But a
new basketball game has come
to town. Picture the same net, the
same ball, and add two wheels going down the court. Wheelchair
basketball has arrived.
On March II and 12 the
Adapted
Physical
Activity
Club
hosted
the
National
Junior Wheelchair Basketball
Tournament.
"Sixteen teams (came) from all
over the nation to compete for the
national title," Megginson said.
It was held in the Event Center
and in the Spartan Complex.
This is one of several sporting events that San Jose State
University’s Adapted Physical
Activity Club sponsors and hosts
throughout the year.
Started in XXX). Professor
Nancy Megginson and lecturer
Janet Clair have advised and directed the club to what it is today.
with 15 members behind them.
A lot of the faculty members
and students who are involved

take part of extracurricular ac
ties that involve adapted physical
activity.
"I work with camp for kids
with physical and developmental
disabilities." said Rod Galindo,
vice president of the club.
With experience outside of the
club, the members bring a lot to
the program.
"We try to help and provide
support for people with disabilities," Megginson said.
The club is open to :Inv with a
disability. The events gke people
the chance to see what accommodations are available to them.
Megginson said.
"The goal of the club is to create awareness for people v ith
disabilities and awareness for
the programs that are available to
them," said Nachelle Steffenson,
president of the club. "We try to
get involved on campus and in the
community."
The club hosts and sponsors
activities that relate to the adapted
physical activ ity program III the
kinesiology department. This is
a chance for people in the kinesiology department to be a part
of something that does not cost
anything, Steffenson said.
The group meets once a month
or as much as events permit them

Iraq gets two new
interim leaders
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Cementing Iraq’s first democratic
government in 50 years, one of
Saddam’s Hussein’s most implacable enemies took his oath as
president Thursday and quickly
named another longtime foe of
the ousted dictator to the powerful post of prime minister.
The new government’s main
task will be to draft a permanent
constitution and lay the groundwork for elections in December,
although some worry that the
two months of political wrangling
taken up in forming the leadership
hasn’t left enough time.
The swearing -in ceremony
came just two days short of the
second anniversary of Baghdad’s
fall to U.S.-led forces and un-

dcrlined the growing power ;ind
I
cooperation of the Shiite
majority and Kurdish minority
groups that were long oppressed
by Saddam’s regime
There were stumbles. though
After his inaugural speech.
interim President Jalal Talabam.
a Kurd, walked off the stage,
and members of the National
Assembly and onlookers began
to disperse and television feeds
were cut.
Talahani came back about 10
minutes later and had to show
to a dwindling crowd that the
Talaham
President’s Council
and his two vice presidents
had, as expected. selected Shiite
Arab leader Ibrahim al-Jaatan as
interim prime minister.

OPPORTUCY ROCKS!
2005 SUNNI. SOO
RULE HOURS AMU NM
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to. They ifleet and discuss what
events they can participate in,
Megginson said.
Some of the sports that are
highlighted in the club include
basketball,
volleyball,
sitting
bocce hall, wheelchair rugby and
"We took a trip to Tahoe to
the Alpine Meadows ski resort."
Galindo said. "We were able to
test out the adapted ski equipment."
Alpine Meadows is the only
ski resort with disability sports in
this area.
Each November, the club holds
an abilities expo in the Event
Center to bring out awareness.
"It features how games are
played and how they can play
them themselves," Steffenson
said. "It is open to anyone to try
the sports."
Fo bring attention to the expo,
the L lab advertises through the
Disability Resource Center and
posts fliers around campus.
Megginson said.
It is a well attended event for
the club. Megginson said.
During the Spring semester, the
club partners with the Lit!, to bring
in athletes tor a Special Olympics

department and talked to (Rice)
and Paul Douglass. and persuaded
them with the merits of the whole
operation." Rogers said. "1 asked
my student to locate other students
who needed help, and she did, so
we’re branching out."
Rogers said a faculty member
in the department of English at a
university in Iraq sent a request
just the other day asking for aid for
another student.
"I talked to a former student of
mine in Texas and she is taking
on one student, she has another
friend on the faculty who is taking on another (student)." Rogers
said, adding that he is still looking
for another sponsor for one more
student.
Rogers said he was motivated to
sponsor a student after American
forces destroyed Saddam Hussein’s
army in Iraq. resulting in a period
of a few weeks where there was
no responsible agency, civilian or
military, maintaining civil order.
Rogers said he feels that was a
result of a lack of planning by the
American forces.
"There was unrestrained looting
throughout the whole country and
universities in particular became
targets." Rogers said. "Computer
systems looted, microfilm machines and film looted, books
trashed and an immense amount of
the cultural heritage of the Western
world were destroyed."

This was especially detrimental to the Iraqi students who were
earning their degrees at the universities.
"For anyone who is at all concerned with the cultural heritage of
the Western world, this is dreadful." Rogers said. "It means that
what Americans fail to do must be
offset somehow by American cf-

the student.
"(The student) is very grateful
and worried that they are going to
get stolen," Rice said.
He said most students take for
granted the ability to study literature from other cultures.
"We’re privileged to help, he’s
risking his life." Rice said.
lie said he thinks the student
is idealistic and decent in a moral
sense for risking his life to study
literature.
"The guy is studying an
American woman that’s a testimonial to American literature."
Rice said.
Rogers said he thinks the students in Iraq are brave and dedicated because the ens ironment does
not foster scholarly activities.
"My student survived a small
arms attack on her taxi, but she
keeps going out. Rogers said.
"She tells me that she has no idea
when she leaves the house in the
morning to go to the university if
she’ll ever come back."
Rogers said the English depart ment is sponsoring the student be.
cause he is finishing his master’s
degree while also avoiding assassins.
"In other words we’re deal ing with people dedicated to their
studies, much more dedicated than
anyone in the United States because
they risk their li% es to go to the um versity and to talk to their advisers,"
Rogers said. "It makes tears come
to your eyes. That should not happen anywhere in the world."

"My student
survived a small
arms attack on
her taxi, but she
keeps going out."
Franklin Rogers,
Professor
forts. that’s what led me to it.So far. Rice has sent one batch
of books to the student and is preparing to send another so he can
continue his research. Rice said
he sends hooks through DHI., an
international shipping service, and
that it costs about $150. It takes
about a month to get to the student
in Iraq. Rice said.
Professors from both the
English and history departments
have donated money and books to

BEETHOVEN - Features original manuscripts, instruments
continued from page 1
Solemn Mask," because of an illness. The original sheet music of
"Missa Solemnis" also appears in
a large glass case near the entrance

of the center.
For anyone who is a lover of
classical music. the Beethoven
Center is a beautiful place to see
the human side of the one of classical music’s finest composers. And
for anyone interested in hearing

classical MUSIC, a music contest
between six high school students
cvill be held in the SJSU’s Must,.
building Concert Hall on April 22
with a guest perninnance from pianist Charles Rosen.

ADVENTURE HAS A NEW DESTINATION.
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